Sorafenib in the Treatment of Virus-Related HCC: Differences Between HCV and HBV
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Abstract: Hepatitis B- and C-virus (HBV and HCV) infections contribute to hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development through several different mechanisms. In addition to a diverse molecular background, HCC subtypes also show differences in their metabolic profiles, suggesting that prevention and treatment might require the integration of multiple different approaches. We here analyzed the response of two HCC cell lines representative of different virus-related etiology, namely Hep3B (HBV+) and HUH7 (permissive to HCV replication) to sorafenib treatment. Our findings suggest that virus-related specificities influence treatment response in HCC, along with molecular, metabolic and microenvironmental factors. These differences have to be taken into account in the design of future clinical trial aimed to improve HCC patients’ outcome.
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Introduction

Hepatitis B- and C-virus (HBV and HCV) infections represent the most common etiology of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), leading to progressive chronic inflammation and cirrhosis. The life-cycle of the virus in liver cells differs between HBV and HCV.1 HBV integrates into the liver cell genome, thus contributing to HCC development through several different mechanisms. Conversely, HCV cannot integrate into the host genome. However, it can evade the host immune system and induce genomic instability.2 These pathogenic differences between HBV and HCV infection may influence the hepatocyte basal metabolism, culminating in HCC as an end-stage liver disease. It has been previously showed that specific metabolic signatures discriminate HCV- and HBV-related HCC patients. Specifically, serum concentrations of glutamic acid were significantly lower in hepatocellular carcinoma patients HCV related (HCC-C) than in hepatocellular carcinoma patients HBV related (HCC-B), whereas methionine and γ-Glu-Gly-Gly levels were significantly higher in HCC-C compared to HCC-B.3 Therefore, in addition to molecular features, metabolic profiles differ between HCC subtypes induced by these two viruses, suggesting that prevention and treatment might require different approaches.

Previous studies reported clinical differences in the response to kinase inhibitors. An exploratory subgroup analysis of the SHARP trial showed an increased overall survival (OS) of patients HBV-negative and HCV-positive patients, compared to placebo-group, when treated with sorafenib (median overall survival, 10.7 vs 7.9 months).4 Indeed, Kelley et al hypothesized that etiologic factors (such as
HCV positivity) might be predictive of better response to sorafenib. These data, confirmed by the pooled analysis of two randomized trials, suggested that sorafenib may be more effective in HCC-C. In addition, unsupervised transcriptome analysis performed by Boyault et al identified HCC subgroups with different genetic and molecular signatures. In particular, HCV induced upregulation of RAF-1, that is inhibited by sorafenib. This mechanism may contribute to a sorafenib-mediated delay in the progression of HCC-C. Braconi et al highlighted a modulation of microRNAs by HCV proteins that also influenced the sensitivity of HCC cells to sorafenib. Moreover, Lachaier et al revealed the ability of sorafenib to induce ferroptosis in different cancers including HCC. Ferroptosis is an

Figure 1 Sorafenib reduced the cell growth and induced morphological alterations in virus-related HCC cell lines. (A) Survival curves of HCC cell lines treated with different concentrations of sorafenib (2.5 and 5 μM) for 48 h. (B) HCC cell lines were treated with sorafenib at 2.5 μM for 48 h, fixed, permeabilized and stained for nuclei with DAPI and for actin with phalloidin. The changes in nuclei and actin filaments were observed by capturing fluorescence images at 20× magnification.
Several genes have been reported to regulate the sensitivity of HCC cells to sorafenib by enhancing or inhibiting ferroptosis.\textsuperscript{12} Preclinical data suggested that sorafenib directly inhibits HCV viral replication.\textsuperscript{13} Conversely to what observed for sorafenib, the analysis of a HCC subgroup in the RESORCE trial\textsuperscript{14} showed a possible benefit of regorafenib in HBV-positive patients compared with HCV-positive ones (HR 0.58, \(p = 0.0009\) vs HR 0.79, \(p = 0.15\); respectively). The same results have been confirmed in the REFLECT trial.\textsuperscript{15}

**Methods**

Our in vitro study, performed on two HCC cell lines representative of different virus-related etiologies, namely Hep3B (HBV+) and HUH7 (permissive to HCV replication), remarked how the HBV+ cell line results less sensitive to treatment with sorafenib than the cell line permissive to HCV replication. Human HepG2 and Hep3B cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA), whereas the HUH7 were purchased by JCRB Cell Bank (NIBIOHN). Cells were plated onto 96-well microplates and treated with sorafenib at two concentrations (2.5 and 5 \(\mu\)M) for 48 hours. Cell viability was determined by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay. Cells were then stained with phalloidin and DAPI in order to evaluate the morphologic alterations induced by the treatment.

**Results**

Remarkably, a greater reduction of cell proliferation was observed compared to Hep3B cells treated with sorafenib at 2.5 and 5 \(\mu\)M (50\% and 55\% vs 32.79\% and 41.57\%, respectively, Figure 1A), as also reported by De Matteis et al.\textsuperscript{16} Notwithstanding, we observed that the HepG2 cell line, that is not virus-related, displays a good response to sorafenib, which is comparable to the one observed for Hep3B (Figure 1A). Moreover, morphological alterations were more evident in the cell line permissive to HCV replication, when compared to the HBV+ cells. Specifically, HUH7 and Hep3B controls were polygonal and epithelial-like cells. On the contrary, after the treatment with sorafenib at 2.5 \(\mu\)M, HUH7 displayed marked morphological changes, with a rounded shape, whereas Hep3B became spindle-shaped (Figure 1B). It is important to note that the two cell lines have a different origin, with HUH7 cells being characterized by a stem-like phenotype and a more remarked constitutive activation of the mTOR pathway compared with Hep3B. These features can also affect the response to sorafenib.

**Conclusion**

These findings suggest that future randomized trials in HCC, supported by preclinical research, should take into account the genetic, molecular and metabolic differences that characterize the two viruses in order to improve patients’ outcome. Consequently, also ferroptosis might have a fundamental impact on the treatment response of HCC.
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